CNC Equestrian Committee Meeting Minutes
February 14, 2018

Stakeholder or public comments

Roll call –

1st Topic: Horse keeping
Jan – There is a law already in place that prevents this.
Dean – Please forward this.
MaryLouise - Defrauding an innkeeper CA Penal 537A.pc.
Darlene – Suggests tabling the issue to allow for further research.
Jan – locking mechanism should be on site and a person always on premises.

2nd Topic: Old Mission Trail
Darlene – Showing a letter from DWP that was sent.
Charlotte – Will send a letter of support.
Motion to write a letter in support – Passed.

3rd Topic: DOTD Budget.
Dorothy – A trophy is passed every year, needs new plaque, will update.
Posters need to be in by 04/04 for judging. Will use library, need to confirm with Kamesh.
Dorothy – 1st, 2nd and 3rd get laminated. Honorable mention should also.
Dean – Historic content.
Dorothy – Laminating to be done
Darlene – Need to produce certificates to contributors to our community. Passed a list of possible persons. Need to agree on the list.
Dean – Need to determine list today.
Martina – Getting a larger list of schools to participate this year.
Dean – Budget is in approval stage since reallocation, will be able to proceed once it is returned according to Vicki in an email this week.
Darlene – How many cans should be getting, city has promised 10 & 10 recycling.
Dorothy – Need to make sure trash pickup is scheduled.
Jan – Parking signage needed.
Martina – Will get made by print firm. Jan will coordinate amount and locations.
Charlotte – Need to get message about contest to all local kids.
Jan – We need wifi access, need to ask Bryan about using. Vendors asking.
Dean – DOTD exhibitor/vendor forms to be filled out and returned. Passed around copies of the form. These will be inserted into the binder for use in following years.
Martina – Will be assembling binder – handed her the master copy to maintain
  Need a singer for national anthem. Shannon Wessel.
  Color Guard – Valley Community Cavalry
  Mini therapy horses – not this year.
Jeanette – 5 acts to fill from who is coming. Sheriff George,  
Jan – He is last to perform.  
Chatsworth Charros – not coming  
Jeanette – Scheduling group that will be coming from Hansen Dam.  
Darlene – Raffle of blanket to be scheduled.  
Dean – Need to confirm how many trailers/horses and alignment for staging, to be filled out in form if any special needs, time constraints.  
Jan – List of vendors growing, need to get a total.  
Martina – Need to discuss advertising. Fliers to be printed asap.  
Darlene – Need to contact volunteer groups now to confirm kids that will be available.  
Motion to adjourn. Rudy, Darlene seconded. 8:54